How does the HQ7 fulfill your every adventure?
Have you ever had a strong urge to go on an adventure, but never had the time or money to go and do it? Well don’t fear because
your cabin days are over with the HQ7T.M! (A.K.A head quarters in the 7th time machine ever made). This incredible machine is
smaller than a house but has two storys inside and the comfort of standing up! But it will most importantantly help anybody travel
anywhere at anytime, with just a touch of a button! Would you like to know how it works? Then please continue…
How it works
If your grounded into your home and need to find a way to escape,then all you have to do is activate your fun filled machine and
get it back on the road, or rather fly it back into time. First of all, all you have to do is step outside(onto your wonderful drive) and
stamp on the concrete three times. As a result, a sparkling brand new HQ7 will appear. For this reason, -so that you don’t get
grounded again-quickly step into the contraptionand into a little tunnel that is clearly labelled the tunnel of destinations!
Straight away, a vast red button and a microphone appears right in front of your eyes,the red button looks as big and as juicy as
a big red tomato. (You may prbably think it is one, but don’t be mistaken so easily).You then turn the on switch on, on the
microphone and speak into it the exact date and time of where you want to go. After that, you will finally be able to press that big
red button.Because of this, in the next bigger tunnel a tiny little fleck of a red flash surrounds a miniture button and that button is
the one you need so then you go over to press it with exitment!
After that, you will probably notice a tiny lift in the back of the tunnel, which says chill out zone and up there of corse is obviously
the chill out zone. Inside, thetre is a popcorn machine, candy floss maker, a cinima TV screen and a personal robot assistant that
gives you free dominos pizza and all you have to do is say your favriote pizza toppings and your order will come true. But to begin
with to get into the lift you have to press the blue luminous button and when you’ve stepped into it and you then pull a green lever
up. (get back down pull the lever down.) After that , you press another blue button to get out.As you enter the room there will be a
humoungus walk in wardrobe and I mean humoungous! Along with that is an average size dressing room and already sorted out is
your orthentic outfit for wear your going. When you have reached your destination an alarm will sound and you consequently go
downstairs and out the door .GOOD LUCK ON YOUR ADVENTURE!
You can use this time machine as many times as you want. If by any chance the fuel for your engine runs out you can refuel at a
local petrol station and the robot will pay for it. WARNING: we cannot be responsible for your safe return! 55% safe!

